We investigate the relationship of (jumps of) the degrees of splittings of a computably enumerable set and the degree of the set. We prove that there is a high computably enumerable set whose only proper splittings are low 2 .
Introduction
All sets and degrees will be computably enumerable unless otherwise stated.
We say that A 1 and A 2 split A, written A = A 1 t A 2 , if A 1 A 2 = A and A 1 \ A 2 = ;: Such a splitting is called proper if both A 1 and A 2 are noncomputable. Ever since Friedberg 6] proved that any noncomputable set has a proper splitting, splitting theorems have been intimately related to the development of classical computability theory. We refer the reader to Downey and Stob 5] for a survey.
The present paper is concerned with a question of Remmel who asked if a high set could always be properly split into two sets one of which is high. This question is related to earlier work of Ladner 8] Ambos- Spies 1] proved that mitoticity could fail quite dramatically by constructing a complete A such that for any splitting A 1 t A 2 = A, one of A 1 or A 2 is low. On the other hand, Ambos-Spies's construction could not be used to solve Remmel's question since his set A, being complete, is of promptly simple degree while Downey and Stob 5] Thus A will be high as ; 00 will be A 2 . In the construction to follow, (e; x) s] can also be changed for the sake of the N f;j;k of lower priority (which are de ned precisely below). However, this action will be controlled by ( )), and we will certainly ensure that lim s (e; x) s] exists.
Below the in nite outcome of a node there will be a tree of nodes each devoted to some k, that is some subrequirement N e;i;k of N e;i . These nodes will be devoted to requirements of the form V e T ; _ We i (k) # :
The in nite outcome for an node is the g outcome which corresponds to a global win for ( ) in the sense that it will witness the fact that V e( ) is computable. Naturally, below the in nite outcome of an node we will have no nodes devoted to N e . Associated with will be a marker m( ; s) which represents an attempt to compute an initial segment of V e based on the assumption that ( is on TP and) we fail to force convergence of We i (k): There are two types of actions associated with corresponding to the two types of positive requirements it must deal with.
A typical situation is the following. We have a node devoted to N e;i . Naturally, it is able to guess at the behavior of higher priority R f nodes, and will only use correspondingly -correct computations. However, if`( ; s) ! 1 we need to ensure either that W e is low 2 or that V e is computable. Thus we will need to deal with various -nodes between b1 and as well as nodes below . So suppose that we have : The way that deals with these -nodes between it and is the following. We reach (i. e. s is a stage) and it is expansionary with`( ; s) > k. We also assume that`( ; s) > m( ; s) + On the other hand, it is possible that z went into W e . In this case, when we reach we play outcome g. Now we note that the only numbers that can be put into A by nodes above are bigger than m( ; s + 1): The only numbers below m( ; s + 1) which enter A after stage s must therefore come from nodes below and can, like z above, only enter at stages at which we lift m( ; t) and hence as the single small number that enters between successive stages. Assuming that g is the correct outcome, this single small number must enter W e each time. If we assume that m( ; s) ! 1 then we can compute V e p by simply waiting for a b1 stage with`( ; s) > m( ; s) and m( ; s) > p.
The nal point we need to notice is that it does not really matter what number z (e( i ); x( i )) s] is used. We could equally well use some number requested by some 0 below bg. In this way we also get to meet the R f of priority lower than in case bg TP.
We now turn to the formal construction.
The Priority Tree
De ne the priority tree as follows. If is on the priority tree and j j = 3e, is devoted to R e . Put b1 and bf on the priority tree. is a -node and e( ) = e.
Otherwise, we use two lists L 1 and L 2 to assign requirements to nodes. As usual the lists L 1 ( ) = L 2 ( ) = !: We use the convention that we do not change lists as we pass to the outcomes of a node unless speci cally so instructed.
If j j 1 mod 3 assign N e;i to where he; ii is the least member of 
The Construction
Step 1.
At each stage of the construction, we put at most one number into A. We determine this number by approximating TP by TP s as follows. We begin at and say that s is a -stage. Suppose that s is a -stage. And suppose that t is the maximum of 0 and the last -stage. There are 3 cases. If not then declare s to be a bg-stage, and reset m( ; s+1) = m( ; s)+1.
Step 2.
Having determined TP s , we initialize all -nodes to the right of TP s . This entails returning m( ; s + 1) to m( ; 0), and setting r( ; s + 1) = 0.
Step 3. Step 4.
For each -node with b1 TP s , set r( bf; s + 1) = s + 1. For each -node with bg TP s , set r( bg; s + 1) = s + 1.
End of Construction.
The Veri cation
We verify the following by simultaneous induction on TP: x, but ? A (e( ); x) = 0, then this desire cannot be restrained by any . Therefore at step 3 of the construction, either (e( ); x) itself, or some z < (e( ); x) will be enumerated into A. Finally desires to put a number into A.
The action of putting z into A in case 3 will clearly lift all the (e( ); x) for b1 which are not permanently restrained and have (e( ); x) < m( ; s 
